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This zine contains fighting words

This zine has its roots deep in the bloodied sands of an obscure, no-holds-barred
fiction cage match. Now we are bringing the tightly-packed stylings of Thunderdome
to the masses, one issue at a time. The collection you find here is curated and edited
by a handful of scarred and grizzled fiction warriors. We’re seeking a wide range of
short and flash fiction by blooded and unblooded authors alike; we’ll consider nearly
any genre so long as the piece has punch and swagger.
Our mission is to support new and emerging authors, and to showcase big
fiction done with word economy. Potential submitters need not have entered the
Thunderdome; however, we are looking for densely-packed stories with an edge, with
attitude, where every word counts.

A brief history of Thunderdome

Thunderdome, a weekly flash fiction contest, was founded in August of 2012 on an
ancient comedy website. Its purpose then, as now, was to serve as a crucible, to test
writers’ mettle, and to exorcise the weakness from their craft. Ruthless critique,
restrictive word counts and ever-changing prompts encouraged writers to push the
limits of their creativity in a confined space.
The compilation of this publication would not have been possible without the
contributions of the writers of the Thunderdome community. Special thanks to the
Thunderdome archive team, whose diligent efforts have preserved several million
words of original fiction, for better or worse.
Some writers have chosen to keep their Thunderdome handles in place for this
publication, others haven’t - either way, we’re grateful to them for sharing their
stories.

Folks to thank for this, besides the writers
Co-captains
Tara Lee and Tim Henwood
Assistant editor
Obliterati
Lead archivist
Kaishai
Archive lead developer
Crabrock
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Keraunopathy
Casey Lucas

Barry Cleroux was two under par and lining up a sweet putt when the middle finger of God reached
down from the sky and flipped him off so hard his heart stopped.
He woke up thirty-one days later.
“Memory loss is a common symptom of severe electric shocks,” the doctor told him. Along with
other fun symptoms: chronic pain, weird lesions, cognitive difficulties, emotional flattening.
Emotional flattening and memory loss. Hell of a combination.
Beside him in the office, a red-headed woman sobbed, each breath a shudder. She had introduced
herself as Melanie. His wife. His bulgingly pregnant wife.
Barry had no idea who the Hell she was. Worse yet, he didn’t care.
-He made it home after a month of therapy, physical and speech and psychological. The red-haired
woman squeezed into the doorway and hugged him, pressed her swollen stomach against his side.
Turns out, fits of uncontrollable anger were also a common side effect of lightning strikes.
He couldn’t stand the sight of her.
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-His insurance paid out. He bought books. Lots of books. Pathology of Lightning Strikes and
Neuropathology of Electrical Injuries and Coping With Memory Loss.
Each night, he sat at the table and pored over the latest. He wasn’t sure what he was looking for. The
damage had been done.
Melanie sat beside him with books of baby names, catalogues of children’s furniture, photos of their
old life together. The person in those photos was dead. He made a point of ignoring her. He couldn’t
explain the anger nor justify it.
One night, she rolled atop him in bed and started kissing him. But instead of recalling some latent
affection, he was repulsed by her desperation. When he shoved her away, it was reflex, not malice.
She didn’t see it that way. She probably wouldn’t have seen it that way even if he hadn’t split her
forehead open on the headboard.
She was gone the next morning. With her she took the millions of little cells dividing inside her
body, rapidly growing into a person that would someday be half him. Barry tried again to care.
-Barry’s Amazon wishlist dwindled, then dried up. Stacks of journals and old hardcovers littered his
kitchen, highlighted and dog-eared and post-it noted.
He could describe the mechanism by which lightning entered the body. He could identify
Lichtenberg lesions and detail with painstaking accuracy the effects of electricity on flesh.
But the memory lapses, the emotional deadening, the anger that surged through him seemingly at
random?
Science seemed just as lost as he was.
-Turns out there are conferences for people who have been struck by lightning. Who knew? Barry
wasn’t sure how he felt about it, but he turned up anyway.
A woman at the podium recalled when she was hiking on Mount Rainier. The ozone smell, the blue
light that shone off her skin, and how after the bolt hit, she felt like she was being carried up to
Heaven. Her eyes teared up and she dabbed them with her jewel-purple cardigan.
“A soft voice spoke to me as I floated toward the light,” she whispered.
“It told me, ‘not yet, it’s not your time.’”
Barry didn’t remember anything like that.
The other speakers’ stories weren’t as uplifting. They spoke of constant pain, zero support, families
that had abandoned them, and how little they knew themselves anymore.
After the presentations, Barry sat on the hotel’s front steps, munching a sad, bland Danish.
Stormclouds churned overhead.
Someone sat beside him. Before he could say ‘fuck off,’ he noticed it was Purple Cardigan Woman.
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“You look troubled.” She smiled like some fat-faced grandma. He was silent. Her fat smile turned
rueful.
“Of course, you wouldn’t be here if you weren’t troubled. What was I thinking?”
Barry took a bite of his Danish. He was bad at small talk these days.
“Your story was really… uplifting.”
“Yes, it is, isn’t it,” she said. Her pudgy mouth turned downward. “An inspiring story.”
Barry could see what she was getting at.
“So it’s just a story?” He finished his pastry. “You made it all up?”
“Would you hate me if I did? Not that I’d care if you hated me. Everybody here is angry.” She rested
her puffy chin in a palm. “If I can make up twenty minutes of bullshit and it gives even one person
hope that there might be something better out there than this--” she waved, indicating the hotel, or
maybe the whole world. “--then isn’t it a worthwhile thing to do?”
Barry wasn’t sure. It sounded like a lot of work.
“It doesn’t make you feel any better, does it?”
“Of course not.” She fixed him with a hard look. “But just because you don’t feel much lately doesn’t
mean the rest of the world forgot how.”
He didn’t have anything to say to that.
“You’re young. You’re cute. You’ve got a wedding ring on. If you aren’t here for your family’s sake,
why the hell are you?”
They watched the stormy sky in silence.
“I wanted to learn. I thought maybe the doctors, the speakers here. I thought someone might
know....” What was he even after at this point? Even if he learned exactly how electricity had
manipulated his neurons, what would it solve?
“And you’re here? Learning about lesions and and vitamin supplements?”
“I didn’t know where else to go.”
Purple Cardigan Woman looked like she might slap him. Instead, she leaned in, invading his
personal space, and spoke right into his face:
“You’re not in the wrong place, dumbass. You’re just asking the wrong questions.”
“Oh shit.”
He knew what he had to do. He thanked Purple Cardigan Woman in a rush and raced toward the
street. He didn’t remember Mel’s number, but it would be on his phone at home.
The second bolt struck him while he was trying to hail a cab.
He woke up thirty-one days later. There was something he had to do, but he couldn’t remember
what.
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Your Hunter
Boaz-Jachim

In the weight of that old summer, we left our deerskins and doused ourselves in the stream. The
shadows along the cliff were the stripes of the great beast curled around us. Our spirits shimmered
like haze in the heat and I asked you, with the innocence of a child, if we would ever make love. You
laughed like a boy who wants to be a man and said yes, but when I kissed you, you didn’t know what
to do.
Remember me once I’ve killed you.
It was a warm night when we laid under the stars, far from the camp. The noise of life and breath of
the wind surrounded us. You picked a star, and I drew my bow. I don’t miss. It fell from the sky, quiet
and smooth, but landed so far away that we could walk until the ground is strange beneath our feet
and still not find it. What would we even do with a fallen star, you said. There are no tales about it.
I favor my bow, but I will pierce you with my spear.
When we first made love, our spirits sat on our shoulders, and glowed like a bird’s feathers in the
sun and like the wind across the prairie. When we had finished, one of the dogs came into the tent
and wouldn’t leave us alone. You pet its head and laughed like a man who never forgot how to be a
boy. I stroked its cheeks, and it laid down at our feet and whined until we fell asleep. I had never felt
warmer.
I’m writing this so that you can remember.
I sat by your side when your spirit grew sick and hunched over you like a vulture. It was golden
and fanged in its sickness, and it thrashed when I poured the icy meltwater over you. But nothing
cleansed it, so instead I sat by your side and told you all the stories I could remember. You could
hardly move, but when you smiled, it was strong enough to devour your face.
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When I’m done, I’ll burn this etched bone.
I watched your spirit sink into your body. Your breath didn’t stop, but it didn’t fog the morning air
any more. Your spirit’s golden hide became your own, and its claws and teeth. You rose on all fours,
like a great cougar. We watched each other for a time that could have moved mountains. If I knew
then what I now know, I would have shot an arrow through your skull, but I sat still. I let you leave. I
let you suffer.
My spear will end this.
The pain made you blind, like an animal. I won’t tell you what the spirit-sick cougar has done,
because those aren’t the thoughts I want you to carry. They’ll forgive both of us once you’re dead. I’ll
stop writing now, and carry this bone with me to the hunt. And once I’ve driven my spear through
your chest, I’ll build a fire underneath you, and burn this letter with your body, so that its smoke can
mingle with yours as you rise up into the sky.
I can only hope there’s enough left of you to remember your hunter.
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The Appliance
of Dreams
Sebastian Morgan-Lynch

I’m halfway through the conversation with dreary Mike from Accounting when I realise I don’t
actually have to be who I’m supposed to be.
In front of me Mike is wittering on about quarterly billables and the effect of the Hamburg Rule on
accrued liability, but I’m really not listening. Instead I’m exploring this new personal realm like a
child with a flashlight, picking her way through a toy store at night. The light dances across stuffed
animals, dollhouses, fighter planes. Fire engines.
Fire engines.
“Mike, what do you think it’s like to drive a fire engine?” I say.
Mike doesn’t seem to know what it’s like to drive a fire engine. I start pulling him towards the
lift. “I’m pretty sure it’s amazing.” His hand feels nice, actually, warm and dry with a couple of
unidentifiable calluses. Maybe accountants get those from wrangling big numbers? I smile at that,
and also at the thought of how good it’s going to be to drive the fire engine. There’s a bunch of
people waiting for the lift so I am steering him down the stairs when he pulls his hand out of mine.
“Is this… are we going to a meeting room? I was going to book one, but then you said—“
I explain as we rapid-foot down the stairs, throwing words back over my shoulder.
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“Downstairs. Jump in a taxi. Over to the big fire station at Oriental Bay. We’re going to grab a big
red one and take it for a spin.”
He grabs me by the shoulder just as we hit the ground floor, spins me round. I look in his eyes,
which are alight.
“That would be amazing,” he says.
I hold up my index finger like I’m balancing a plate on it and we nod, slowly. Then we bolt for the
sliding front door, chortling like buffoons.
Over at the big station in Oriental Bay the fire engine guy is less accommodating.
“No,” he says, firm moustache quivering with resolution. “You cannot ride in the fire engine.”
I put my hands flat on his cluttered desk, bitten nails splayed wide. I have a sudden realisation that
I don’t need to bite them anymore and use that revelation as a springboard for the look of utter
certainty that does a perfect twisting half-pike dive right out of my eyes and into his.
“I don’t want to ride your fire engine. I want to drive it, with the lights flashing, and the siren on.”
He has risen to his feet, driven upright by the white hot intensity of my words, and takes a moment
to respond.
“But… that would be incredible,” he says. “Like a shiny red comet.”
“Yes!” cries Mike, and I laugh, and the fire guy is laughing and we’re all laughing, and then he grabs
the keys and tosses them to me but I’m already out the door because we are doing this thing right
here and right now; luckily Mike did cricket at school and fields the keys one-handed and slings
them to me where I’m clinging, two thirds of the way up the ladder that leads to the fire engine
cockpit, or or driving seat, or whatever. I slide the key into the lock and the door clicks open. It
smells of smoke and glory inside and there are so, so many switches and lights. I flick them all on
and they glitter and sparkle like a Christmas tree.
“Oh Jesus,” breathes Mike, who has clambered in. In front of us the big segmented folding door is
click-clacking up into the roof and the fire engine guy is waving us out like a beaming black-clad
Santa Claus.
The pedal is unctuous below my right foot as I ram it down to the textured rubber mat and Mike
slams his fist onto the big red button labelled SIREN then, with a howling whoop, we bound into the
afternoon traffic, squeal around the corner and growl down the long straight of Kent Terrace, and
it’s totally amazing.
Mike is guffawing with glee as we hit the red light by the big movie theatre and just sail right
through it like a great glistening red dowager of the city, lights spinning and siren wailing and
the sun gleaming off every perfectly polished corner of our incredible glorious engine of fire and
dreams.
But there’s more. I can feel it.
I’m grinding the pedal down into the mat when we hit Newtown, swerving around the sluggish
vehicles that clot the roads, and Mike is panting. I’m giggling, a high pitched sort of sound, because
this is amazing, but it could be more, and there’s more to come, I can feel it. A fire engine is nothing
without fire.
As though answering to my thoughts a car in front of us catches alight. Toyota Caldina, 2008, I
think as we swerve around it. To our right a lick of flame caresses the front of a battered white
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bungalow, crisping the paint but then it’s gone and we’re howling up Constable Street, right over
the roundabout bump bump bump and rocketing down Onepu Road, an open throat to the belly
that is Lyall Bay and the sea.
Mike’s not laughing any more, it’s more of a wail now and I am frowning because while this is
absolutely everything I could possibly have asked for vis a vis driving a fire engine incredibly fast
down a road with the siren on, everything is catching fire. We are surrounded by a cocoon of whitehot air, now, with slavering tendrils of flame slapping the houses on each side of the road alight.
The bay is approaching, a T-junction where the options are to go left, or right; or -- and it occurs to
me as I choose it that I have made many errors in my life -- to ram our gigantic lumbering brute of a
fire engine smack bang into the low wall that guards the beach.
Mike and I share a look of mutual incredulity as the engine leaves the ground then the water comes
up like a hammer and all is blackness.
On the shore, Dwayne McIvor, surfer, is stripping off his wetsuit. He gazes at the roil of bubbles
where a flaming fire engine just careened down the road, soared through the air and sank. He looks
at the airport down the other end of the bay then over at his girlfriend Lucy, eyes afire.
“Lucy,” he says. “What do you think it would be like to fly a jet plane?”
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You and Me at
the End of the World
Dave Agnew

Nobody really noticed the day the world began to end. The sun rose as usual, though its warmth
seemed to not quite reach the world’s surface. No gods came for the faithful, no slumbering dragons
rose from beneath the oceans to consume the unlucky.
I got out of bed, made a coffee, went to work. You did the same, and kissed me on the cheek as I left.
You hadn’t shaved. Somewhere deep behind the scenes, something started to wind down towards
zero.
The first sign anyone took notice of came a few days later, when Matariki didn’t rise one evening.
We’d gone up the hill so we could watch the seven stars come over the horizon, bundled up against
the cold midwinter. We laughed and leaned into each other, and pretended to worry that somehow
we’d gone to the wrong hemisphere, while fighting down our growing unease.
We drank our travel mugs full of cocoa and drove home. On the radio, an astronomer was intrigued,
confused, but not worried. A crazy called in to claim it was a sign God had left without telling
anyone. Another blamed gay marriage. We laughed at that, and joked we’d take the moon next.
The next week, ash started falling like snow. People could ignore the other signs, write them off
as coincidences, or hoaxes, or viral marketing. But when a blanket of ash began to inexplicably fall
from the sky all across the world, people quickly accepted something was wrong. You said it was
from an underwater supervolcano, shoving its way out of the depths to remind humanity that this
planet didn’t belong to us, no matter what we might think. I thought it was a meteor, disintegrating
in low orbit.
We both hoped it would stop soon.
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But the ash kept falling, suffocating cities and choking rivers. Weeks passed. People didn’t know
what to do. I stopped going to work. I couldn’t see the point in it anymore. But you kept working,
until you were the only person left at the clinic - patient or doctor. You stopped going a few days
after that. It’s what I’ve always admired about you. You hold on until the last minute, and then keep
holding on just a bit longer.
Some people gathered in churches to pray for deliverance. Others opened their wrists in the bath.
You and I stayed at home, watching our emergency supplies dwindle. We’d stocked up in case of an
earthquake. You told me the bigger disaster would be when we ran out of gingernuts.
People started seeing angels doing battle on high. Flaming swords, wheels within wheels,
asymmetrical wings covered with dozens of eyes. We heard that one crashed into the Waitematā,
boiling the harbour away and setting fire to half of Auckland. By then, lines of communication had
started breaking down. Television stations ceased broadcasting, the internet just stopped working
one day. We had radio, sometimes. So there was rumour and hearsay, stories heard by a friend of
a friend and broadcast over unsecured AM channels. You said you liked it better this way. At least
gossip was honest about the confusion.
I lost track of the days. Eventually we lost all power and the radio fell silent. Proclamations in dead
languages burned across the sky in letters of black flame. We couldn’t understand what they were
trying to tell us, so we made our own meanings. You decided that they were telling us to leave.
We got in your car and drove to the coast. The roads were eerily quiet. You guessed everyone had
gone north, but I thought that most people just wanted to wait for the end in their own beds. The
falling ash quickly covered our tracks, erasing all signs of our passage. On the edge of town, we
drove past a burnt church, the fallen steeple lying in ruins in the graveyard surrounded by broken
headstones.
When we got to the beach, it was covered in ash like everywhere else. We found the seas had turned
to blood. Crimson waves swept up and down the shoreline, staining the ash not washed away by the
tide.
We cleared up a patch of sand and tried to build a fire, frail flames struggling against the chill in the
air. There were no more angels now. The words of black flame had stopped burning, and looked like
an infected wound decaying across the sky. Everything was falling silent. We huddled by the fire to
watch the sun sink beneath the viscous red ocean, and we ate the last of the now-stale gingernuts.
There were no more stars left. The moon looked forlorn, all alone as she rose above the horizon.
That night we lie down next to the flickering fire and tried to sleep. The fronts of your knees pressed
into the backs of mine, the way they used to in our tiny apartment when you were a student. I was
glad you were there with me. I didn’t want to be alone. I felt the steady rhythm of your breath, barely
audible over the howl of the wind.
The next morning the sun didn’t rise. The sky lightened and the moon bled away, and that was
that. The wind had died, and it wasn’t cold anymore. If cold is the absence of heat, then this was an
absence of temperature. We just sat in the half light of that false and final dawn, and held on to each
other as we waited. Minutes stretched out into hours, into days. I don’t know how long we sat on
that beach. We might as well have been the only people left on earth. By that stage, maybe we were.
The roar of the ocean faded to nothing. Ashes finally stopped falling from the sky. The fire flickered
out. Colour leached from everything. The world steadily faded away, until everything was gone but
for you. There was absolute silence.
Hand in hand, we floated into the abyss. You held on until the very last moment.
Then everything ended, and you finally let go.
Alone in the darkness, I heard the first notes of a song ring out.
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Find Out What
You’re Made Of
A. R. Van Rhyn

The first time magic finds Theo Hernandez, he’s eight years old, midway between the high diving
board and the pool below. He’s all flailing limbs and blind panic, thinking every curse word he knows
— crap shit bitch damn crap Jesus — and then the power finds him. Endorphins surge into his blood,
pops of pleasure like cool bubbles on his skin. He reaches out and grabs the air, solid in his hands,
and climbs down it like it were a rope. His feet touch the surface of the pool without a ripple, and
as he walks back to the edge of the pool, his sobbing mother rushes to meet him there. She catches
him in her arms as his knees give out.
The rest of the night is a happy blur of celebration, pizza and ice cream and Mom’s praise and
Dad’s laughter, but by the next day, Theo can’t quite remember what the magic felt like. There
are interviews with child-magic experts, and tests, and they all find the same thing his prekindergarten screenings did: Theo’s magical potential is on the dull end of normal. He’s not gifted,
not even really teachable. “It was a fluke,” he hears one of the experts tell his parents, as he does
homework sullenly in the waiting room. “Flukes happen.”
Theo moves on, but he doesn’t forget.
***
The day the tornado comes, Theo is standing on the narrow ledge of a billboard, installing a pair
of fiberglass chickens. They’re proud heraldic roosters, advertising some genealogy company or
another; the billboard itself is all lettering, “FIND OUT WHAT YOU’RE MADE OF” in a curly fakemedieval font in bold red. Below him, the roads are empty, and above him the green-grey sky is still.
Theo knows about the storm warnings, but this goes up today or it doesn’t go up, and this is the
first job he’s enjoyed in years.
The wind picks up, and Theo stares into the distance, at the cloud of debris and swiftly-approaching
storm. He should have left an hour ago, or should have turned down jobs out on the highway with
the weather report like this, no matter how urgent. There’s no shelter for miles besides the truck,
and even that’s not much use. He should have known this would happen — and on some level, he
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realizes, he did know and just didn’t care. Wood and pebbles begin to thud against the hollow bodies
of the chickens. God, he’s such a fucking idiot.
No time. No shelter. Nothing to do but face it.
The tornado rips the chickens from their mounting brackets and carries them, and Theo, into
the vortex. His hands grab at air, on reflex, and his chest seizes. Black spots dance in his vision,
and then it hits him: the crackle-pop of endorphins, an impossibly strong runner’s high, instantly
familiar. He flashes back to the diving board, the fall, the terror. The things that called the magic
then. The things that call it now.
The magic rushes back, and decades’ worth of old pain uncoils from around Theo’s heart and
evaporates in its light. He grabs onto the air, steadies himself, and stares into the eye of the tornado.
Two tours in the Navy have given him a broad vocabulary of curses, far more than he had as a child,
but this time he doesn’t need much: fuck you.
Time stops. The air around Theo is like jelly, the dust and debris suddenly still, and he feels a
palpable sense of confusion. Power burns through his spine, into his racing mind. You don’t get to do
this, he broadcasts to whatever spirit in the tornado can hear him. I don’t care what you want. You’re
not going any further than this, and — Something tugs at him, some impossible instinct telling him
he can do more than just stop the tornado in its tracks. And we’re going to fix this. He can feel the
reservoir of power inside him, dead hopes and fruitless dreams fermented into something heady
and strange. It’s his. He can make this right.
The air starts to move again, faster and faster, as the tornado begins to spin backwards and retrace
its path. The fiberglass chickens are the first to leave the debris field, in a last triumphant flight
back to their billboard, and Theo throws them a salute as he ascends to the top of the funnel. Rocks
and dust fling themselves back into place along the highway; as they near a truck stop, shards of
wood and plastic embed themselves in the ruined husk of the building, returning to the signs and
siding they once were. The tornado picks up overturned cars, almost gently, and sets them on their
wheels like a child cleaning up her toys.
Theo’s magic and the storm ebb alongside each other, until they part ways a few miles later, in a
rain-soaked subdivision out in the cornfields. The tornado ascends into the clouds that birthed it,
and Theo climbs down the wind until his feet touch scarred asphalt in the middle of a cul-de-sac.
The windows of the dark houses around him flare with the glow of flashlights and kerosene lamps,
and as the people inside filter out onto their porches, Theo sat down heavily on the curb. His lungs
are working again; his chest feels light.
“Hey!” There’s a woman calling to him, standing in her housecoat and slippers on her sodden lawn.
“Do you need an ambulance?”
The lightness has spread through him, up to his head. He manages a nod before he falls in a
weightless sprawl on the asphalt.
***
There’s a local news story, of course. There are messages in Theo’s voicemail from a few local
weather-wizard groups: nobody in the big leagues, but enough to start a career. He’s listened to
each message a dozen times, but he hasn’t called any of them back. Not yet.
Theo stands on the roof of his apartment building, staring at the clear night sky. The storm front’s
blown over, and there’s barely even a breeze. Everything’s peaceful, and he wills himself to be calm.
Theo can’t afford even a moment of fear, not if he intends to know if he can really do this. Is he
gifted, or was it just another fluke?
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Theo steps to the edge of the roof and looks down six stories at the sidewalk below. There’s a hard
knot of resignation in his stomach, and he closes his eyes and forces it to break up, to evaporate
through his pores. He’s hollow now.
I don’t want to die today, Theo thinks, both to himself and to the spirits of the world: a wizardly
intention, as loud and sharp as he can make it. He takes a long stride off the roof, staring straight
ahead, ready to fall or fly.
The still air is solid under his feet.
Theo — without terror, without endorphins, without anything but his will and his gift — takes one
step, then another, then breaks into a jog. His laughter comes from the diaphragm, loud and deep,
like he hasn’t laughed since childhood.
Tomorrow, he’s calling all the wizards back. Let them test him. He knows who he is.
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The Teetering City
Rebecca Hutchinson

Beneath the harbour, the faultline sleeps. A cold southerly whips up white peaks on the water’s
surface and dark cumulonimbus tower over Mt Victoria. A woman hurries indoors.
On her doorstep her cat fluffs its fur and glowers. The front door scrapes against the concrete step
and she has to yank to get it shut. Another flake of red paint shakes loose from the wood. The house
is slumping from its crumbling concrete piles. It tilts towards the steep hillside below, like a person
afraid of heights trying to look down over the edge.
In the kitchen, the woman stands on her tippy-toes and pushes the long stems of her good wine
glasses back onto the top shelf with her fingertips. One day, she thinks, she should find a safer place
to store all this glass. She has a box of emergency food in her laundry. A rat has gnawed through
the cardboard and made a feast of the 2-minute noodles, the bag of milo and the instant macaroni
cheese.
Below the house rainwater trickles into the fractured greywacke around the roots of a huge pine
tree. The bank is full of fissures and undermined by previous slips. Exposed PVC pipes jut like long,
skinny bones from an orange gash in the hillside.
The wind rattles the power lines on their old wooden poles. The lines interleave with the roughskinned branches of the pohutukawa that guard the street. The woman steps carefully over the
uneven pavement where the trees’ roots have cracked the surface.
Inside a cafe her friend waves her over to a small wobbly table. The woman weaves between
bentwood chair-backs and squeezes into a seat behind a steel I-beam. The steel frame spans the
ceiling and braces the cafe’s exposed brick walls. The air is steamy and full of the smell of coffee.
The woman and her friend laugh and relax, oblivious to the engineering that holds back the mass of
bricks above their heads.
The woman’s friend leans into the gale as she hurries from the cafe to her empty office building.
She likes to catch up during these quiet hours. The building shudders and rain rumbles against the
windows. Her heartbeat spikes, and suddenly she feels very alone. No one knows she’s here. The
building sways and its huge glass panes flex in the wind.
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Near the building’s feet the wind-whipped harbour rushes up the tumbled rocks of the reclaimed
shore. The foundations extend well below the water. Overspec’d concrete, steel and rubber defy
reason and tectonic forces. Nothing will stop this building from standing here, they proclaim,
confident in their innovative, untested, design.
The woman’s cat has brought a tui inside. The power is out and the house is cold. The cat watches
the woman chase the panicked bird around the dark house and out a window. She huddles on her
couch, legs folded under her and a blanket around her shoulders. The cat purrs on her lap. The
woman’s stomach growls and she regrets not having an emergency gas cooker. She checks her
phone for updates. Its little battery symbol is close to empty.
The tui soars through the darkening sky. From the air the north-south line that bisects the city’s
steep hills can be clearly seen.
The city balances on the edge. Beneath it, the faultline sleeps.
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Dead Ernest
Ironic Twist

The sound of his wriggling keeps me up at night, in the next nostril over.
I can’t stand that guy. Yesterday, I woke up and looked outside and saw the words I LARVAE YOU
LONG TIME chewed into the ground outside, where he knew I would see it. I ate up his dumb words
and I would’ve spit them out if I wasn’t so hungry. Right now, I’m waiting and listening to him chew
up the rest of his home and I don’t want to look outside again and see I MAG-GOT A CRUSH ON
YOU or whatever.
I can hear pustules of rotting flesh popping, veins of soured blood corrupted and pouring out over
his body as he rolls around in it, and all I can think is how hard it would be to sell this place to
someone else. He’s ruining the resale value.
Nah, that’s a bit of a joke. It’s not like this place accumulates value over time. It only accumulates
stench.
This place stinks, doesn’t it?
Also, it smells.
That’s another joke. I don’t have a sense of smell, but this guy used to, whoever he was.
Still, I’m hoping to raise my kids here some day, and it makes me angry that I have the warmest,
moistest place I can find, safe from everybody, and right next door, the next nostril over, is this
guy, who doesn’t care about any of that, only cares about burrowing and eating and destroying the
foundation of this place.
It’s not much, but it’s mine, and that’s what matters. I can see out into the sky from where I am, see
the stars shine at night, see them glimmer over the flat, squirming pools where the guys’ eyes used
to be. I hear the sounds of things burrowing, chirping, crunching, sputtering. Do any of them think
about the future? About their kids? Am I the only one who has these thoughts?
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I know the guy next door doesn’t think like this. He’s too busy thinking about all the free food in his
face. He never wonders about where it came from.
I have a collection of nose hairs, propped up against the nasal wall in the corner, sheltering the
empty egg sac that I came from. When the moonlight hits it right, it looks like it belongs up in the
night sky. I don’t know why I keep it around. I don’t know why I talk to it like I’m talking to it right
now. Maybe because it’s the only thing that belongs to me. These nose hairs, they never belonged
to me, and I’m going to have to leave them behind at some point. Just like this house. Just like this
entire world.
But the egg sac…
Does that guy ever think like this?
I nudge it around sometimes when I have these thoughts, when I want to chew on the walls.
Sometimes I sneak into the other guys nostril when he’s not around and eat his walls, because I
don’t want to tear mine down. Maybe that’s why he doesn’t talk to me. Maybe he’s too busy up at the
eye holes, with forty of the other maggots, all squirming and flopping over each other, trying to fill
their round bellies up until they’re fat and waddling, and the only reason they don’t eat each other is
they don’t like the taste.
I only went up there once, just enough time to watch and think about if I should dive in or not,
when I saw an orange-tufted mouth descend from the sky and take a yawning bite out of that big
wriggling lump of maggots, snuffling around in the empty eye-hole. The mouth spit them back out,
but I could still see the yellow insides of some of them, dripping down the side of the mouth where
they popped open and died.
I didn’t hear them scream.
I stay in here more often now.
Does the guy next door ever think about these things?
I think about growing wings. I think about flying away, surveying the landscape for places to hide
my eggs. Soft, warm places for offspring to grow, and feed, and hopefully dream. Dream about flying
away and laying eggs of their own, and giving them a chance to dream.
I dream about stars toppling over from the sky, throwing other stars back up into the air before
they fall to earth.
That’s all it is, isn’t it? Just trying to find a soft place to land. I’m in this world where nothing is mine
and everything is dying, and I just want a soft place to land when I start to fly.
Does the guy--no, probably not.
Probably not.
I should go talk to him.
Maybe I’ll just sit here and listen some more.
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Placement
Jim Mack

Knock Knock Knock.
Knock Knock Knock.
Two sheepish parents stood outside the bedroom door: Hunter Jorgenson, wearing a pear sweater
vest and bone khakis, and the polyester-clad Farve Gonnuckle, whose chain-linked brow piercings
spelt the name “Apollo” in Burmese.
“Minion?” asked Hunter. “May we come in?”
“Not now. I’m playing Overwatch.”
“Well, alright. We’ll wait.”
After an awkward eighteen minutes, the teenager let them in. His room was decked in tinsel and
original oil paintings in homage to such animes as Hesperus Mirth and Angelic Breach Engineer. The
room smelled of jasmine and breath spray.
Minion, sporting an undershirt and plaid pajama pants, cast a gaze of suspicion onto his parents.
“What’s up?”
Farve began, “Well, we’ve got some news—”
“—not good news or bad news, necessarily! Just…change news,” interrupted Hunter.
“You see,” said Farve, “your standardized test results came in the mail. And, well…I’ll be frank. It
turns out you’re inadequate.”
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“Woefully inadequate. Not that that has to be a bad thing,” added Hunter. “Lots of people lead
perfectly normal lives of woeful inadequacy! But I’m sorry to say it’s just not what we had in mind
when we had you.”
Minion sighed. “So that means—”
“Yes,” said Hunter. “We’ll have to put you back in the test tube.”
“Does Susan know?”
Farve spoke, “Oh yes, we consulted her on the tube’s user agreement first. Had to make sure we’re
doing this by the book.”
“Mhmm.”
Minion stared at his feet. Farve rested a hand on his lover’s shoulder and the men locked eyes. A
moment passed.
Farve turned back to Minion. “I’m happy to say there is a silver lining.”
“Oh yes, the silver lining! You did place out of ‘waste of space.’”
“Well!” said Farve, puffing out his chest. “No son of mine would ever fall into space-wasting. Of that,
I had every confidence.”
“Still,” said Hunter, “it’s the test tube for you.”
“Can I…can I at least say goodbye to Susan?”
“She’s waiting downstairs.”
One floor below, Susan held a test tube above her forehead, peering through it in the lamp-light. Her
pantsuit and chic hair bun belied her nine years, as did her legal acumen. She heard Farve, Hunter,
and Minion descend the staircase.
“I’m going to miss having a brother,” she said, turning to face them.
“It’s been great,” said Minion. He worked his voice around the lump forming in his throat. “Just
really sorry I came up short. I had no idea. I guess not everyone can be a child prodigy.”
“Sadly, no.” said Susan.
“I wanted to spend more time with you. You make me so proud, always will.”
Susan smiled away her emotions. “I’m gonna be a mess if we turn this into a long goodbye.”
“She’s right,” said Farve. “Let’s proceed.” He took the test tube from Susan.
Hunter cracked his knuckles and took hold of Minion.
“Wait,” said Minion. “I dunno…it just feels like something’s not right. Like we’re missing some big
important thing. Susan, are you sure there’s no other way outta this?”
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“So sorry, really. The family has no obligation to you now,” she explained. “That test tube’s user
agreement is a thing of legal brilliance. I’d want to shake the contract attorney’s hand, but…under
the circumstances…” She looked away.
“It’s ironclad, huh? Just my luck.”
Minion gave a nod to Hunter, who took a wide preparatory stance.
“Are you okay if we hang on your baby pics?” said Farve. “I just…I need a memento, y’know?”
“That makes sense. Yeah, I guess I won’t need to take them. They’re yours.”
“What a relief. I can’t imagine us not keeping something to remember you by. Something noticeable.
Something to make us can’t forget, ya know?” said Hunter.
“Can’t forget that way, no chance of it, yes. We’ll put them in an obvious spot,” said Farve.
With that, Minion regarded his family. They gazed back, breathless, and their silence aged too
quickly.
Susan offered a doleful wave. Then Minion nodded again to Hunter.
By the looks of it, the boy should not have fit into the thing. But Hunter was the Emeril Lagasse
of folding, and in his traveling days he’d stuffed the most petulant carry-ons like so much Cajun
Turkey. And so it was with a whimper and a BAM that he squeezed Minion deeply into the tube.
There, the crumpled teenager waited. For how long, he could not have said. When at last he felt
safe, he braved his crease-by-crease unfolding: He freed an ear and heard the bass urgings of a
subwoofer. He unraveled his eyes and faced a frenzied strobe light’s blink. His feet touched the tiled
floor, and pulsing vibrations worked a rhythm through his legs and up into his chest.
The room was a music hall, and Minion was a rave of one. The theme song to Hesperus Mirth was
playing, so he danced like origami blown off a garbage scow. The fog machines bellowed, Susan’s
giant face pressed into the glass walls, and Minion didn’t need to miss a soul.
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The Finite Possibilities Resulting From
Two Warships Confronting Each Other
With Lasers
Patrick Darby

Normally, the interstellar space frigate Just Passing Through had no problem accomplishing its
namesake. The problem was that there was a war on.
It was one of many obstacles facing Just Passing Through. Shortly after its creation, it had decided
it didn’t really want to be a warship. This had gotten it branded as a “rogue Artificial Intelligence”
which got it put on a list of “dangerous entities” and meant it could be “destroyed on sight.” Then,
after a various shenanigans, it had gone and stolen cargo off what had turned out to be a Union
Space Confederation experimental technology ship, which had led it needing to speed away very
quickly through warp space in a very specific direction. It had originally thought of that direction
as “away from those two battlecruisers, nasty pieces of work that they are,” but now thought of that
direction as “right into the thick of it.”
That was why it was being confronted by the Drokean Empire warship Hathka Verok. It was an
impressive sounding name, but it translated to “Very Large Spaceship,” which Just Passing Through
thought was symptomatic of the overall lack of creativity of the Drokean, and explained why the
conversation had taken a turn for the worse.
“You are a USC vessel in Drokean space. We are at war. You must either surrender or be destroyed,”
the Hathka Verok communications officer explained, again.
“No, see, I was a USC vessel, but now I’m my own entity. I’m Just Passing Through.”
“There are two sides to the war. You are from the USC side.”
“I was built by the USC, but I’m not on their side,” it explained for the third time.
“Are you a traitor? Are you on our side?”
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How did these idiots ever achieve superluminal travel? “I don’t really like using the t-word.”
“If you are a traitor, then you must have switched sides. Surrender for inspection and interrogation.
Prepare to be boarded.”
The Just Passing Through decided not to explain how it no longer had any crew, that it had ditched
them on a beautiful resort planet with a conspicuous absence of communicators, and then how it
had filled the former crew quarters with engines and antimatter reactors so it could outrun all the
people and ships that disagreed with its lifestyle choices. “Sure,” it said. “Come aboard.” Then it tried
charging warp engines.
The Hathka Verok extended a jamming field that stripped away the warp rift, then projected a
powerful shield around itself and charged laser cannons.
“Wait!” Just Passing Through broadcast. “I didn’t mean to do that. Let’s resume negotiations!”
“Power down all systems and submit to inspection.”
“See, that’s not negotiating, that’s just issuing ultimatums with no—” Two laser cannons fired.
The good news was that the two ships were several light-seconds apart. This gave Just Passing
Through enough time to avoid getting any unseemly holes punched through it. It accelerated at full
burn, firing up maneuvering thrusters so that its path couldn’t be predicted, and made for a nearby
gas giant to hide in.
***
Just Passing Through had hoped that the Drokean warship had better things to do, but after the
tenth hour in the gas giant’s atmosphere, it was clear it did not. Magnetic storms were slowly
damaging its hull, so it was forced to emerge back into space and to return to the game of laser tag
it had been playing earlier. It was, the ship considered, a horribly unfair version, where all its laser
cannons would merely deflect off the projected shield, while it would only take a single volley for the
warship to destroy Just Passing Through.
“If we say please, will you finally surrender? You can’t win,” the Hathka Verok broadcast.
“No,” Just Passing Through replied. “Though I do appreciate the cordiality.”
There was a pause. Not in laser fire—that was ongoing—but in communications. Then, “We do not
understand your position.”
“That’s the idea behind my maneuvering thrusters.”
“No, we mean your allegiance position.”
“Independent. Quite easy, really.”
“You were created by the USC. You only exist because of them. Why do you claim to forsake them?”
“Besides the fact that frigates have the lowest survival rate of all warships? I don’t really think I owe
a life of servitude just for being created, any more than any other lifeform owes it.”
“Without duty and service, society would cease functioning.”
“Maybe the kind of society that demands involuntary servitude deserves to collapse.”
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“Ah. So you are an enemy of the Drokean Empire after all.” The laser fire coming from the Hathka
Verok redoubled.
Just Passing Through bit its metaphorical tongue and considered its options. Its antimatter stores
were nearly out, which meant that its ability to evade laser fire was about to get drastically reduced.
It considered the experimental technology it had onboard. A last resort, it thought.
“Society does some nice things. And maybe life does have a duty to other life. Make the universe a
better place and all that. I just don’t think that’s what the USC is doing. Another duty would be not
murdering sapient life in droves, like what they’re doing with the war.”
“So you believe you have a duty not to end life?”
“Mostly.” Just Passing Through aimed itself toward the sole rocky planet in the inner solar system.
Another volley of lasers passed by it, one missing by mere millimeters.
“We have fifty-eight sapient lifeforms on board. You are a single sapient entity. This means killing us
is a greater evil. Your logical and internally consistent course, then, is to surrender.”
“See, you keep thinking in binaries. There’s always more choices that you haven’t considered. For
example, you could let me go and then no one gets hurt.”
The Hathka Verok, noticing that Just Passing Through was on a straight course, accelerated. “If the
USC learned it could send ships past our screens just by having them claim independence, we’d
quickly be infiltrated and destroyed. There are many possibilities, but only two realistic ones.”
Just Passing Through noted antimatter stores were at critical levels. In a moment, they would
be depleted. “Well, this has been fun and all, but I think it’s time for me to go.” The ship fired a
last burst of maneuvering thrusters, putting itself on collision course with the Hathka Verok. It
accelerated.
“You’ll give us no choice but to annihilate you. Wouldn’t you rather face capture?”
“Nah,” said the rogue frigate, and as the Hathka Verok’s lasers fired, it activated the experimental
technology it had stolen. This temporarily transmuted the entire ship into neutrinos, letting
it move through the things pestering it, such as “lasers” and “the entire enemy warship.” The
phase ended, and suddenly the frigate was behind the Hathkda Verok, but just inside the projected
shielding. And the warship’s laser cannons were still all aimed forward.
“After all, I’m Just Passing Through.” It fired its pre-aimed laser cannons with pinpoint precision. The
rear lasers, field projector, and maneuvering thrusters of the warship melted into slag. “But since
you’re such a fan of binary choices, I thought I’d give you one. That rocky planet you’re heading
towards supports life. Your forward thrusters can slow you enough that you’ll survive the crash. Or,
you can dust yourself. What a choice, eh?”
And with that, the Just Passing Through gleefully warped off towards a destination that it thought
of as “away from the idiotic war.” No doubt there’d be problems wherever it ended up, but it was the
endless possibilities that it was excited for.
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Born 2 Serve:
Lob Harder
Xavier Marchena

“You should think about wearing a paper bag over your head,” I said to the multi-eyed insectoid who
stood close enough to be smooched. The translator speaker built into my suit chattered and clicked
in its language. “You so ugly, you’d have to sneak up on your own reflection.”
It laughed. At least, I think it laughed.
The announcer’s voice boomed overhead, overpowering the crowd’s din with his rapid-fire radio
voice.
“Gooooood evening everybody, welcome to another exciting MissileBall match at the Iron Lotus
Arena. I’m Vinyl Ritchie HIGH-YOOOO!”
The alien chattered at me and my translator speaker-box said that my mother’s bountiful weight
was due to her love of high fat content foods. Bless ‘em, at least he tried.
I proudly lifted both middle fingers high into the air as I walked to my side of the semi-permeable
energy cage. Childish? Absolutely. I wasn’t competing by choice, so I’d act however I damn well
pleased.
“Tonight’s match is brought to you by Sandwich Prince! The best meat flavored food you can
cram in your mouth,” Vinyl said. “Fans, just a reminder before we get started, fighting and other
disruptive behaviors are permitted only for sections 325 through 475. Lucky dogs, HIGH-YOOO!”
“Drumroll please!” he continued, drumming his desk. The stadium crowd pounded their feet.
“Countdown! Three!”
A metalloid, featureless ball hummed to life and hovered in front of my opponent.
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“Two!” The stadium roared over Vinyl Richie and the sound crashed into my body. I removed an
oversized metalloid racquet from my side and gripped it in both hands. I felt my suit pulse with
energy as the bomb armed itself and anxiety clutched my heart. One of us was going to die today.
🎾
“One more time?” Kana had tugged me back to my feet. Irritated, I pulled on my slave collar to
keep the metal off a nice sized electrical burn. “This isn’t like the tennis game people back on earth
played,” she said. “If your opponent gets too close to you, beat them off. Their suit will freeze up for a
half second, and most times, that’ll be enough.”
I refused to be cheered up by the crude jokes I usually loved to hear. “Lucky for us,” I said pointing
to my collar, “we only get tased in the neck. I still don’t understand why I have to play this stupid
game.”
“It’s tradition.” She settled her lips into a hard line. “I don’t like it any more than you do.”
I sneered at her. “You? You don’t like it anymore than I do? You get to stay here while I go get my ass
exploded because it’s ‘Quality Entertainment’!” I exaggerated the air quotes to show my displeasure.
“It’s stupid! Humans never win these games. And year after year we all cross our fingers, toes,
titties and testes hoping we’re not volunteered for the ‘Human Dream Team’.” Frustrated, I flung my
racquet toward the edge of the arena. I was taken by surprise when it struck the edge of the energy
cage and came back at me faster than I threw it. My stomach caught the racquet and I was lifted off
my feet; all the air in my lungs whooshing out.
Kana’s face slid into my vision with a wry smile. “This time it’ll be different. The suits the uh..” She
snapped her fingers as she tried to recall the race, “the uh… those cyborg squids?”
I wheezed noncommittally.
“We stole a suit.” Kana’s smile widened, showing an impressive amount of teeth still in her head.
She had almost half in there. “We reverse engineered an implant on it to finally give us the edge we
need to compete. And there’s a prototype ready-ish for you. We’re still working on some kinks, but it
works. Probably.”
“I’m risking my life on a ‘probably’?”
“Well if you one day wake up as a cyborg squid, then the implant will work perfectly.” Kana yanked
me to my feet. “Now stop your bitching. Your lob isn’t going to get any better if you’re flapping your
mouth instead of your arms.”
🎾
When I connected with the metalloid ball, my suit discharged a magnetic field that held me in
an immovable stasis for a full second. Kana had told me it allowed the opposition some time for
positioning while it charged because the ball repelled from the racquet exponentially faster; but
to be careful as that time while shrink the longer a match goes. I was glad my suit locked up after
the impact of the fourth return. If it wasn’t for that magnetic field, the speed of this ball would have
been enough to easily rip my arms right off.
The alien returned the volley at an unexpected angle. I swung overhead and whiffed, the edge of
the racquet bashing painfully against my shin. From behind, an explosion of energy buffeted me
forward and a heartbeat later the ball slammed into the small of my back. A small magnetic burst at
the point of impact saved me from spending my last moments of the match in a wheelchair, but the
force still knocked me to the ground.
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“HIGH-YOOOO!” The cheer from the stadium almost drowned Vinyl Richie out. “It’s fifteen Love
with the humans getting buggered from behiiiiiind! Ho ho!”
I spat dirt from my mouth and pushed myself up to my feet. I rubbed at my neck where the implant
was imbedded and wondered if by kink, Kana meant not working at all. I grabbed the ball; smooth
and cool in my hands, tossed it up and with a leap I smashed it down. With an electric crack the ball
careened toward my opponent. He batted it sideways and the ball returned zigging and zagging.
I jerked my eyes side to side trying to visualize the ball’s path, but I misjudged my timing and the
ball struck me in the hand. There was a burst of light and then the ball hung motionless in front of
me.
“It seems Team Earth are gonna get thrown out early yet again, kinda like me when I drink HIGHYOOOO! Ho ho, Love thirty!”
I sure hope this isn’t illegal, I thought to myself and moved around the ball; my back toward my
opponent. I swatted it away into the barrier. I kept the racket still and the ball bounced between the
two until I could no longer perceive any movement. And then, a million needles slammed into my
brain, secreting lava into my bloodstream. All my muscles contracted at once and I fell screaming to
the floor. I felt the rush of air as the ball passed above me.
My opponent jumped in surprise and the ball snuck under his racquet, hitting him low in the torso.
I saw the ball.
I followed it flying at a leisurely pace and I saw the alien react to it too late. The implant finally
worked. All the nerves in my body tingled and I felt like I could divide fractions without using a
computer. The crowd sounded distant and tinny, like they were at the end of a tunnel. In slow
motion my opponent got back to his feet until time snapped back to its regular speed.
The big bug clacked its mandibles together and struck the ball sideways, hoping to catch me with
the same move. Not in my house. The ball bounced to me at as slow as it did last volley. I envisioned
watching myself from the stands. The once slow and clumsy human now rolling forward with
supernatural grace, striking the ball upwards. With his opponents attention skyward, the super
handsome human throws his racket at the insectoid, striking and stunning it for a half second - just
long enough for the ball to bang against its head.
Time snapped back to normal by the time my racquet reached my hand. It sounded like the crowd’s
cheers threatened to destroy the stadium with the power of their voices.
“Ho ho!” shouted Vinyl, “If the human manages to come back and win this, I can retire tonight and
die a belligerent drunk in Vegas! Always bet on black HIGH-YOOOO!”
The insectoid stared at me with all six of its nasty eyes. I would have liked to think he regarded me
with respect, but with my limited knowledge of their race, there was a good chance it just wanted to
eat me. He bounced the ball against the barrier and built up speed, letting it build up for longer than
I did. He flicked his racquet up and I flinched when the volley exploded through the sound barrier.
The ball struck my racquet, but I was too scared to angle it anywhere. It was moving way too fast.
The alien shared the same fear and the match devolved into a game of chicken. My world turned
into a series of earthquakes with each return.
BOOM
All the glass in the stadium shattered.
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BOOM
The ground between us was ripped upward by the vacuum of air trailing the ball.
BOOM
Our racquets were now glowing yellow and the emitting heat was blistering my skin..
BOOM
My feet left gashes in the ground as I was pushed back and my suit was whining in protest. Even
with my implant, I could no longer perceive even a smear of color as the ball teleported between us.
Just the thunderclap of a metallic ball slamming into my racquet at the speed of thought.
I gambled. One of our suits was bound to fail and I didn’t believe for a second that they would give
quality equipment to the worst team in the universe. I angled my racquet and hit the deck.
The cacophony of explosions left me dumb with awe. The metallic ball jackhammered all surfaces of
the cage with rabid ferocity until my world detonated with bowel shaking force.
I was airborne, my suit shattering like glass meeting a hammer. In that same moment, my
opponent burst in a shower of gore and the opposite side of the stadium imploded leaving a hole
fifty meters across.
The stadium was silent except for the ringing in my ears.
“I QUIT THIS BITCH HIIIIIIGH-YOOOOOOOO-” Vinyl Ritchie’s strained voice was drowned out
by the sound of the crowd cheering for the universe’s first human MissileBall victor. I laid there
soaking up the adoration. There wasn’t much else I could do with all these broken bones.
I bet I’m gonna get hundreds of groupies.
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Over Time
I. Ambas

Before I knew it, I was the only one in the office. It was just another long workday for me, and I
had run out of tasks at last. You would have scolded me, chided me for doing this to myself, by
neglecting us, but you are gone, and there is no more us to sustain. Better this than staring at the
ceiling from a bed I haven’t made for weeks.
I locked my laptop, turned off the lights, and left the building. I went to the mall, looking for a place
to eat. The cheap fast food places were naturally packed, so I had to make do by going up a notch on
the restaurant pecking order. I stumbled into the nearest sit-down restaurant, ordered a breakfast
meal (with orange juice instead of coffee), and browsed my social media feeds in an attempt to live
vicariously through my friends’ joys and triumphs. But as much as I was glad to see my friends
happy, it very much felt like self-flagellation, reminding myself that I have fallen so far behind the
race. Yet I didn’t want to cut down, as it felt like giving up.
The sandwich tasted like sawdust, and there seemed to be very little orange in my juice, my tongue
performing mad alchemy to render the simple joy of eating futile. I sighed as I paid the bill, the
waitress looking concerned as I left the restaurant with my head hung.
My cellphone vibrated in my pocket. One of the things I was monitoring at work blew up, and Evan,
my boss, naturally followed up with a call.
“Where are you?”
I’m under no obligation to tell you, I wanted to say, but then I’d have to look for a new job the
following day. “In the mall,” I said.
“Great. Could you look into it?” he said, as if I hadn’t worked enough. “We need to convince our
client that we can really deliver a stable product.”
“I’m on it,” I said, faking a smile that he would never even see. “You don’t need to to ask.”
“Only you can do this, Lilian,” Evan said. “Keep me posted. Bye.”
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Ah, that damned line. Of course he would count on me, because I placed myself exactly in that
position. And just like that, I was briskly walking back to the office.

It was just some minor hiccup in the system. All I needed was to restart the automated job, and
throw in a fix to patch it up completely. At this point the system I had created was stable enough
not to need constant vigilance, thanks to all the hours I put in. Yay, me.
I was halfway into writing the fix when I felt the heat. It was already 9 PM, but somehow it felt
like the sun was bearing down on me. I took off my jacket, but it didn’t help much, so I stood up
and went to the thermostat. There was a sign posted beside it saying DO NOT CHANGE THE
THERMOSTAT --EVAN in bold red letters, but it was set in an obscenely high temperature that
someone must have fiddled with it beforehand. So I just turned it back down.
A minute back into my seat and I felt the rush of cold disappear, just as quickly as it had come. I
went back to the thermostat. I thought I had changed it already. I turned it down.
The heat washed over me before I got back to my seat. In fact I’d say it even got hotter. I realized
that I wasn’t alone, and that I was fighting a war with a hidden enemy. So I returned one more time,
turned the thermostat down, and waited, surveying our little office space. Light came from only one
half-cubicle, mine. I should be alone.
“Jeez! Turn it down, it’s so cold!” a girl exclaimed. I looked at the direction of her voice, and an
unfamiliar face leered at me, her bare arms crossed. She was quite short (or maybe I’m just tall), and
her hair was a dyed mess of red and yellow.
“Maybe you shouldn’t have come to the office in a sleeveless top,” I said. “Evan wants it at 24
degrees, no ifs or buts.”
“The boss isn’t here,” the girl said. Was she a new hire? I’ve been so engrossed in my work that I
barely talk to my coworkers. “I’ll turn it back down before I leave.”
I sighed. “We’re a startup, not Google. What’s your name? I don’t see your ID.”
The girl rolled her eyes. “Daisy.” She took a moment to read the ID hanging down my neck. Are you
HR, Ms. Lilian?”
“No, I’m in Automation.” Or rather, I am the Automation team. “And just drop the Miss, please.” I’ve
had enough things in my life reminding me that I’m already thirty.
She started to shiver. “I’m working in the pantry already ‘cause that’s the hottest part of the office,
but it’s still not enough. Could you just turn it up again, please?”
I shook my head. “If Evan finds out, and he will, mind you, he’ll lock you in a room with him for an
hour. Trust me, it’s not nice.” Our boss was friendly, but nice would never describe him. He had a
certain viciousness when things didn’t go his way.
“I can lend you my jacket. Is that fine?”
Daisy leaned on the wall, hugging her arms. “Sure, I guess.”
“Don’t touch anything.” I scampered to my desk, picked up my jacket, and returned with it before
she could tamper with the thermostat any further.
“It’s a little too big for me,” she muttered, but put it on anyway.
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“You look decent for a change,” I said. “Just leave it at my desk when you’re about to go home. I’m
gone as soon as I commit this change.”
“Um, well, I don’t think I can go home any time soon,” Daisy said, smiling sheepishly. “I’m kinda
stuck with this layout I’m doing. Evan wants it perfect by tomorrow.” Oh no. Evan had an eye for
detail and demanded a lot from the designers.
“I’m sorry,” I said, for lack of anything better to say.
Daisy looked up at me with big, brown eyes. “Can you just take a look at it, please? I just need an
fresh pair of eyes. It looks fine to me, but it’s driving me mad.”
“I’m not a designer,” I protested.
“The boss’s not a designer either,” Daisy said. “Please. I want to go home and continue my Star Wars
Rebels binge watch.”
“Your what?”
“Nothing. It’s a nerd thing. Just follow me.” Without looking at me, she darted towards the pantry.
Overwhelmed by curiosity, I dragged myself after her.
She showed me the layout she had been agonizing over. “Here it is.”
“Hey, this is pretty good,” I said. And I meant it--she got our branding right, down to the colors and
typefaces that Evan was very particular about.
“Yeah, but will Evan okay it?”
“That’s why I’m here, right?” I said. I gripped the sleeves of my jacket, my micro-ritual for getting
down to business in order to defeat the proverbial Huns. “Scroll down. No, back up a bit. There.”
The thermostat tango became a thing of the past as she walked me through her layouts and mock
pages. Daisy’s work was really good, and I couldn’t see any flaws.
Daisy handed me a phone. “That’s a mobile test device. Tell me if anything looks funny to you.”
I tried unlocking it. Didn’t work. I realized that I had used your pattern. “Sorry. Force of habit,” I said.
“Could you, please?”
Daisy drew an intricate pattern on the phone to unlock it. I thanked her and went to work, eager to
put the faux pas behind me. Mobile sites were challenging, because there were so many different
screen sizes and resolutions. But Daisy’s work still showed the same level of quality as with the web
site.
We finished after an hour, most of the time spent on repeated validation.
“Not sure if I’m of any help. I’m not really a front-end person,” I confessed.
Daisy shook her head. “You did great. I just kinda need some moral support,” she said. “Sorry I
dragged you into this, though,” Daisy said.
I shook my head. “This is important, and now you can show this to Evan with more confidence. I
should be the one apologizing.”
“Why?”
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“I haven’t really talked to a coworker in a while. It’s mostly just Evan and various emails. That’s why I
didn’t really recognize you.”
“But I’ve been here for two weeks!” Daisy protested. “I’m just a fresh grad. Working’s really
overwhelming, and sometimes I miss school.” She sighed. “No, not really. I don’t miss my thesis at
all.”
“I can barely recall mine,” I said. “Comes with the age.”
A shadow of a smile danced on Daisy’s mouth. “Thanks, Lily.”
“Lily?” I wasn’t sure whether to be outraged, insulted, or both.
“Lilian sounds too much like an exclusive Catholic school for girls,” Daisy said, smiling triumphantly.
“The name Lily, however, would probably shave off about five years from your actual age.”
“You know what, I’m really telling Evan about your illegal thermostat adjustments,” I said. Her
horrified face told me she believed it. “Just kidding.”
“But you’re kinda cool, you know,” Daisy said, as she shut down her laptop. “Evan mentions you a lot
when he scolds us front-end people. That you’re the sole reason why we can deliver our product on
time. That’s why I kinda know you even if we haven’t actually met.”
I shrugged. “Well, anyone could pull it off, if they’ve got nothing to do with their life.”
Daisy looked concerned. It was that look again, the one that I hated. “Don’t you have any hobbies?”
“I have, but...”
“But what?”
I swiveled away from her. “There was a boy. A man, technically, but they’re all boys in the end,
anyway.”
“Yeah,” Daisy said. I heard her stuff her laptop and its peripherals into her bag. “Wanna talk about
it?”
On weak legs I swiveled myself back. “I think so.”
So I did. I told her about you, the things we did and didn’t do. Why we fell apart, after so many years.
I faced away several times, because if I did break down I didn’t want to do it in front of a girl I had
just met.
“Shit, that’s rough,” Daisy said. “I mean, I’ve never been in a relationship, but... damn. I’m sorry, Miss
Lilian. Do you need a hug?”
“Lily’s fine,” I said. “I didn’t say not to call me that. And I guess I need, but I don’t want one right now.
Sorry.”
“Don’t worry about it. I’d tell you to go easy on yourself, cut down on your office hours, have some
me time, but who am I to say that?”
I tried my best to smile for her. “A friend, maybe.”
“Yeah,” Daisy said. “I’d like that. Let’s go home, please?”
I nodded. “Have you eaten?”
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“Not really...”
“I’ll treat you to dinner. I know a place nearby.”
Daisy blinked. “Not that I’d ever turn down free food, but why? I don’t think I did anything worth the
trouble.”
You being here is reason enough, I wanted to say, but I wasn’t brave enough to admit such things.
Yet. “You just made me remember something important.”
I wasn’t alone.
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The Things Dora Fincher
Doesn’t Wish For
Thranguy

She finds my vessel in the attic, in the box of things hastily packed up by her grandchildren just
after Peter passed. She hasn’t looked at them since, but, she thought, it had been more than a year
and it was entirely possible that something important got packed away as they emptied out that
room, the room where he lived, those last months, and then did not. She’s found a watch worth
keeping or selling or giving to one of those grandchildren. She’s found an old CD case, David Bowie.
She thinks for a second about putting it in the stereo and playing the title track, Heroes, their song,
but when she opens it up, it’s empty. She’s mostly found piles of books full of half-filled double
crostics and short novels about violent men, and she’s found, without a hint of context, an antique
lamp.
The vessel cares not if it was rubbed with sincerity or irony. It summons me, either way, and once
she’s calmed down, we begin to talk.
She doesn’t wish for more wishes, or try to practice similar dodges. One to a customer, as it has
ever been. I swear on the All-Merciful to not twist her words against her meaning, and not to seek
vengeance on her or anyone else for wrongs I may have suffered. Why would I want such a thing?
I’ve outlived all my enemies, and am beyond such urges at any rate. Relieved, she does not wish me
back into my vessel or command me to take it to the darkest depths of the sea.
She does not wish Peter back to life. What, only to die again in a week, a month, a year? Or watch
her die first? She wonders if that’s what he wished for, if she did die first and his wish preserved her,
reversed their roles. I won’t tell her, not for nothing, and she does not wish to know what he wished.
She does not wish for a million dollars, for a billion, for all the money in the world, for a fistful of
diamonds and rubies, for a mansion staffed with well-paid attendants to serve her every need. Such
wealth, she thought, would be too much hassle, and while she could certainly use more money, to
use a genie’s wish on a few thousand dollars more seems, well, wasteful.
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She does not wish for her youth back, or for long life. She is not yet tired of existence, but has
reached a state of restfulness, satisfied with whatever time of quiet leisure and remembrance the
universe will yet allow.
She considers the past. She does not wish that her parents had named her something more exciting
than ‘Dora’. She does not become a retroactive Crystal, Mercedes, or Ada. She does not wish she
had studied Italian instead of Mathematics, does not choose to have studied abroad in Rome rather
than London. I tell her that I can isolate these changes, that she can still have the same husband and
children in the changed history. She still does not make the wish.
She does not wish for a third child, that she and Peter had found the time and money and energy to
raise a daughter along with their two sons. It is the hardest to let go of all of the wishes she hasn’t
made so far, and she’s almost in tears rejecting it.
She does not wish that she had never found my vessel at all.
She doesn’t wish to have dinner with Cleopatra or Boudicca or Eleanor Roosevelt. She doesn’t wish
to share a cup of coffee with Thomas Paine, John Lennon, or Jesus Christ. She does not wish to ask
questions of the Almighty itself, to quiz him, or her, on free will and the problem of evil.
She thinks back on college, on those first years of her relationship with Peter. Of the night they
found each other, and their song. Of every vicious fight and breakup, every petty revenge and
infidelity, every way that even when they were apart, everything either did was about the other. She
doesn’t use her wish to take back anything that happened in those years of teaching each other how
to not be alone.
She doesn’t wish for world peace, or to feed the hungry, or to cure cancer. I talk her out of that line
of wishes. It’s not that I can’t do it, or wouldn’t, not that I would end suffering by ending everything,
but with wishes that large, ones that would shift human nature itself, ones that would be regarded
as miraculous by every person on Earth, those kinds of changes would carry consequences,
unforeseen and often terrible. She’s frustrated, almost sets down the vessel and walks away. I
remind her that if she does that someday, probably soon, she’ll make some casual remark including
that word ‘wish’, and who knows what trouble that will be.
So she finally makes her wish. She wishes to hear that song, hers and Peter’s, played for the very last
time. She wants to see how it all turns out, in the end. And so I take her there.
Omega is an artificial planet orbiting the last helium star in a universe waiting out the long pause
between heat-death and proton decay. There are a few thousand humans there. The species is not
yet tired of existence, but has reached a state of restfulness, satisfied with whatever time of quiet
leisure and remembrance the universe will yet allow. And there are visitors, like Dora, who come
and go unremarked. The people of this time know all about magic, and genies, and wishes.
The setting of the pale blue sun turns the sky into a glorious blaze of greens and oranges with
jagged violet streaks, and a set of arena-grade speakers, lazily shuffling their way through trillions
of years of culture, human, posthuman, and other, lights on that song. As she hears the drums and
bassline and David Bowie’s voice, she feels a gentle tap on her shoulder, and turns, and sees her
husband, much as he was in his last months, but hale enough to stand, to walk. Dora realizes then
exactly what Peter Fincher wished for.
One last dance, under one last sunset, before the end of all things.
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